ABSOLUTELY / PROMOTION
The bathroom is

the ULTIMATE SPACE
FOR private reflection
& DESERVES inspired
design
install a dimmer switch. This will help
to create the mood for a relaxing soak
or to give off a brighter light for makeup
application.

BATH SELECTION

u Sit in your bath before you make the
final purchase and make sure it meets
your personal requirements. You need
enough room to stretch out but not too
much so you can’t get a foothold when
lying back. Baths with angled backs
provide comfort and neck support.
Choose a double ended bath with taps in
the middle for bathing à deux!

UNDER FLOOR HEATING

CLEAN
& BRIGHT

N

u Under-floor heating will make ceramic,
stone and marble tiles toasty warm. Well
worth the investment.

TOWELS

u Think about where you are going to
store your towels. You need them at hand
near the shower or bath – plan for this in
advance. u

Bathroom inspiration from awardwinning Iggi Interior Design

ever underestimate
the humble bathroom;
now widely recognised
as the architectural
space in which we (and
our guests) replenish,
cultivate and relax our
bodies and souls.
Whether it’s a fabulous “Guest Powder
Room” or a personal spa retreat within
a master bedroom suite, the bathroom
in your home is the ultimate space for
private reflection and deserves inspired
design.

FEATURE WALL

u There is a fabulous choice of feature
wall tiles on the market, to match all
budgets, from slithers of Thassos Marble

and Faux Onyx to Lucite chips. Be bold
and create a breathtaking tactile and
visual statement and contrast that with
pared back and simple décor.

STORAGE

u You can’t have enough storage in a
bathroom or cloakroom, so your spare
loo rolls don’t have to be kept on display.
Incorporate niches in the shower and by
the bath for the products you need within
easy reach. Vanity units and recessed
wall cabinets give ample space to hide
everyday items leaving uncluttered
surfaces for one or two beautiful items.

LIGHTING

u Ambient lighting is as important as
task lighting in a bathroom so always
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